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Abstract: This study examined and modelled the psychosocial determinants of domestic resource mobilisation 

(DRM). Specifically, the study examined and modelled the psychological demographic characteristics (Demo), 

psychological environmental factors (Envi), psychological human behaviour (Hube) and psychological economic 

factors that influence the DRM.  The cross-sectional survey data were used, collected by using the psychological 

self-checklist from 211 individuals randomly sampled from two regions –Mwanza and Kagera in Tanzania in the 

year 2020. The partial least squares–structural equations modelling (PLS-SEM) was used to establish the optimal 

structural models of DRM. The study found that the DRM is highly (positively) influenced by Demo, Hube, and 

Ecofa. Moreover, the Envi has “U” shaped relations with DRM. The study concluded that psychosocial factors have 

a significant impact on the DRM capacity of the tax authority.  Therefore, both the general and specific (generic) 

optimal structural models of the DRM are recommended for improving the morale of the taxpayers (tax revenue) and 

increasing voluntary tax compliance which is endangering the growth of the economy in a country like Tanzania. 

Keywords: DRM, Morale of Taxpayers, Tax Avoidance, Tax Aversion, Psychosocial Factors. 
 

1. Background of the Study 
Domestic resource mobilisation (DRM) has become a core priority of the sustainable development 

agenda. The Addis Ababa action on financing for development emphasised the importance of DRM, 

noting that the mobilisation and effective use of domestic resources is central to our common pursuit of 

sustainable development (ATI, 2020).  Moreover, the only reliable and sustainable sources of government 

revenues are taxes and non-tax revenues instruments such as royalties and resources rents from extractive 

industries, and fees and fines from local governments (Janquera-Varela  et al., 2017; Osoro, 2010; Sy and 

Sow, 2016). African countries need an effective tax framework for monitoring the extractive industries to 

maximise the benefit from the region’s natural resource wealth (ATI, 2020; USAID, 2018). Tax 

administration capacity can be strengthened with innovative tax implementation schemes such as e-filling, 

e-payment, and e-registration (UN, 2007; UNECA, 2016). On the other hand, the increase of DRM would 

require an efficient, fair, transparent and accountable system for use of taxpayers’ money, with increasing 

voluntary compliance (Boly  et al., 2020). Moreover, digital technology offers great potential to improve 

DRM in Africa by improving the tax administration by reducing administrative costs (ATI, 2020; Boly  et 

al., 2020; UN, 2007).  

The major challenges of taxation practices in many developing countries like Tanzania are the 

unpredictability of the taxpayers’ behaviour, tax avoidance and aversion practices, and non-compliance 

behaviour (ATI, 2020; Boly  et al., 2020; USAID, 2018). The relationship between taxpayers and 

government affects tax compliance (ATI, 2020). Voluntary compliance increases with the trust in tax 

authorities whereas enforced compliance depends on the power of tax authorities to enforce tax payments 

(ATI, 2020; Boly  et al., 2020). The level of tax compliance is jointly determined by the interaction 

between trust and power, which are both low in African counties due to corruption and weak capacity, 

thereby resulting in low DRM (Boly  et al., 2020). On the other hand, the low level of DRM is believed to 

be caused by the low levels of income, demographic factors and structure of financial markets (UN, 2007; 

Wangwe and Charle, 2004). However, despite significant tax reforms, the performance of tax revenues 

mobilisation has been mixed, limited by structural factors such as a low per capita income, large informal 

sectors, large peasants' agriculture and very small manufacturing and modern services implying very low 

effective tax bases despite the growth profile (UNECA, 2016; Wangwe and Charle, 2004). The domestic 

revenue losses are a significant drain on the DRM for many countries in Africa, this results in lacking 
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coordination between the investment promotion objectives and resources mobilisation needs, excessive 

tax incentives and large drains through illicit financial flows (UNECA, 2016).   

For better achievement of tax collection in Africa, voluntary compliance will be instrumental in 

increasing the DRM and the government should be visibly using tax revenues for public welfare, e.g. 

through the provision of quality public goods and services (ATI, 2020). In many African countries, the tax 

legislature and rules are overly complex, posing a significant threat to business growth in Africa (Boly  et 

al., 2020). Therefore, transparent and streamlined tax regulations must be adopted with the view toward 

increasing certainty around the implementation of the legislature, while decreasing tax enforcers’ 

discretionary. Reasonably, the issues that hinder the “optimal tax achievement” are the mistrust between 

the taxpayers and authorities (government), which reduces the morale of taxpayers, and results in low 

voluntary compliance with tax, tax avoidance and tax aversion in most African counties (Boly  et al., 

2020; Osoro, 2010; Sy and Sow, 2016). The issues of mistrust are constructed by both psychological and 

social factors (Gamson, 1989; Jenkins, 1983; Oslon, 1965). 

According to the theory of resource mobilisation, social development (movement) depends on 

resources to bring about social change (Gamson, 1989; Jenkins, 1983). This theory implicates the DRM 

because the collective behaviour of the individual is among the key determinants of voluntary tax 

compliances and accumulation of non-taxed revenues from community supports, e.g., in-kind 

contributions and monetary contributions to social development programmes such as school and hospital 

project support.  The theory originated from the Oslon (1965) utilitarian model that explains the collective 

behaviour of participation (Pichardo, 1988). Oslon (1965) believed that to understand why any individual 

participates in collective behaviour one must examine the rewards (motives) and costs experienced by 

individuals. Therefore, collective behaviour had to offer selective incentives (e.g., salary, prestige, etc.) to 

entice people to participate (Oslon, 1965; Pichardo, 1988). In this way, the reward would outweigh the 

costs of the participation of the individual in the community support (e.g. money, time, etc.), 

consequently, the individual would be induced to participate.  The theory helps to get the right types of 

resources, at the right time, and the right price and ensures the optimal utilisation of the same resources 

(Golhasani and Hosseinirad, 2016). Hence, the theory of resource mobilisation is relevant to this study. 

Previous studies of social movement had looked at the individual psychological factors that cause people 

to join the social cause (Gamson, 1975; Jenkins, 1981; McCarthy and Zald, 1973;1977; Oberschall, 1973; 

Tilly, 1978;1979). Therefore, resource mobilisation took a wider perspective, looking at the broader social 

and psychological factors that allow social movement to succeed (Jenkins, 1983; McCarthy and Zald, 

1977; Pichardo, 1988).    

The trust gap of mistrust between the taxpayers and the government or tax authorities is a 

psychosocial phenomenon that is explicitly explained by the theory of resource mobilisation of social 

movements. The mistrust increases the cost of tax administration in the enforcement of the tax 

legislatures. It reduces the morale of the taxpayers, and voluntary tax compliance, and encourages tax 

avoidance and aversion. Moreover, the mistrust reduces domestic revenues through community support 

such as voluntary contributions to social development programmes or projects, which are not enforced by 

the laws. Relying on this fact, we need to establish the psychosocial determinants of the DRM that would 

help to increase the morale of taxpayers, voluntarily tax compliance and reduces tax avoidance and tax 

aversion in Tanzania.  Therefore, this paper aimed to establish the optimal DRM model that captures both 

psychological and non-psychological (sociological) determinants of the DRM.  Specifically, the paper 

examined the psychological demographic characteristics, psychological environmental factors, 

psychological human behavioural factors and psychological economic factors that determine the optimal 

DRM model in Tanzania and other developing countries whose budgets are highly dependent on tax 

revenue collection. 

 

2. Methodology  
The study used cross-sectional data, collected from 211 individuals in two regions in Tanzania- 

Mwanza and Kagera regions. The simple random technique was used to get the respondents. The 

psychological checklist questionnaires were used to collect data the adherence to confidentiality and 

ethical issues. Both primary and secondary data were collected and used. The main sources of the 

secondary data were the Tanzania Revenue Authority (TRA) and the Addis Tax Initiative (ATI) database. 

The dependent variable of this study is the domestic resource mobilising capacity (DRMC) index.  The 

DRMC is empirically defined as the function of the geometric mean of the indexed regional tax 

achievement and the indexed regional non-taxed revenues contributions or community supports. The 

DRMC index is assumed to be functionally related to/ or influenced by the psychosocial factors of the 
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individual (independent variables) such as psychological demographic characteristics (Demo), 

psychological environmental factors (Envi), and psychological human behavioural factors (Hube) and 

psychological economic factors (Ecofa). The latent variable Demo is indexed by the observed variables of 

the subjective well-being of an individual’s current age (Age), marital status (Mari), number of family 

members (Nfam), level and source of income (Incs) and level of education (Edu). The latent variable Envi 

is indexed by the subjective well-being of an individual on environmental sustainability (Sus), social 

awareness of environmental issues (Soa), environmental regulations (Re) and environmental policy (Pol). 

The latent variable Hube is indexed by the observed variables which are lifestyle (Listy), motivation 

(Moti) and Metacognition (Meta), these observed variables are measuring the psychological well-being of 

an individual. The last latent variable is the Ecofa which is indexed by observed variables which are the 

subjective well-being of individuals on the price of the common goods (Pr), the fashion of the products 

(Fash) and weather conditions (Wea). The general construct model of the psychological indices extracted 

from the Likert -5 points scale is,  
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Where,    is the Bundala indexing function (BIF) is used to calculate a direct or indexed score from 

the questionnaire, the score or value is called the Bundala index of quantification or simply Bundala 

scores or index which range from 0 to 1,   is the numerator logical function which is the responses or 

logical function that explains or describes the real situation or empirical logic or fact of the research 

problem, and    is theoretical or ideal value or score of the situation or problem expected in the population 

of the study. This possible maximum theoretical value or score is known as the denominator logical or 

response functions. n is the number of variables measured in psychological factor, m is the number of 

questions that measure or is a proxy for variables,    the question posed for variable i,      the score of 

individual questions on the Likert scale, and        is the maximum score of individual questions on the 

Likert scale.   On the other hand, the DRMC index is given by construct that, 
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Whereby, a Non-Taxre is the individual capacity index that measures the ability or capacity of an 

individual to contribute to community support such as schools and hospital project support. At least 0.25 

is reasonable, which indicates about 25 per cent of the personal income is contributed to community 

support in a year. It is calculated as the percentage of the total quantified amount of contributions of an 

individual to the community that supports his/her annual current income. 

 

                
 

 
 

 

Whereby, Z is the quantified annual community support of the individual and Y is the annualised 

total income of the individual in the current year. On the other hand, the TAch_index is the indexed 

regional achievement on tax collections and administering the tax in a region or country. It composes the 

tax performance index (TaxP_index) and tax administration index (TaxA-index) at the region or country 

level.  It is given by,   
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Whereby, TaxP_index is the empirical measure that explains the tax performance of the tax 

authority or government. It is measured by three indicators which are collection capacity which composes 

the tax effort and tax capacity; buoyancies which composes the tax buoyancy, PIT buoyancy, VAT 

buoyancy and CIT buoyancy; and productivity which composes the VAT efficiency, VAT C-efficiency, 

and VAT gross compliance.  On the other hand, the TaxA_index is an empirical measure of the tax 

administration of the tax authority in a region or country. It is composed of three clustered indicators 

namely the institutional characteristics which are measured by the functional organisation, large taxpayer 
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unit (LTU), autonomy and customs; resource efficiency which is measured by ratios of costs to the 

collection, population to staff, labour force to staff, taxpayer to staff;  and the use of electronic services 

such as e-registration, e-filling and e-payment. The study analysed the empirical data by using the partial 

least squares (PLS) structural equation modelling (SEM). The general specification model is presented as, 
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Whereby, X is the vector of independent variables which denotes the indices of the psychological 

factors (Demo, Envi, Hube and Ecofa) for i individual, and     are model constants, m is the number of 

independent variables or terms, and   is the error term that explains the distribution of the model 

residuals.  

 

3. Findings  
The study aimed to find out the optimal psychosocial determinants of the DRMC in Tanzania. 

Furthermore, to develop the optimal structural DRM models that are determined by both psychological 

and sociological factors. The statistics for data (Stata) and statistical packages for the social science 

(SPSS) software were used for the clarity of the results (outputs).  

 

3.1. Socio-Demographic Characteristics  
Socio-demographic characteristics such as age, gender, marital status, and occupations have an 

impact on the credibility and reliability of the research and influence the quality of the responses (French, 

2014; Le Tan and Trang, 2017). The study involved male respondents about 64.5 per cent and 35.5 per 

cent were female respondents. The study which was dominated by the male-gendered tends to be credible 

and reliable (Miller and Karakowsky, 2005). The study involved aged-mature respondents from the age of 

18 to 70 years.  The age of the respondents which ranged from 18 to 30 years was composed of 52.6 per 

cent. This age range is the largest age group in the sample. It is followed by the age range of 31-40 years 

which is composed of 21.8 per cent.  The least age group is 61-70 years which is composed of 2.4 per 

cent. The study applied a broad range of ages to increase the credibility of the study (Boateng  et al., 

2015; Ismail and Yusof, 2009; Le Tan and Trang, 2017). The education level of the respondents covered 

primary (55.9%), secondary (35.1%) and college or university (9%). The broad range of education of the 

respondents increases the quality and trustworthiness of the responses (Mogotsi  et al., 2011). The study 

evident the broad ranges of marital statuses of the respondents which include single (33.2%), married 

(62.6%), separated (3.3%), and divorced statuses (0.9%), this helped to capture a wide psychological 

dimension of the respondents (Hamisi, 2019). Moreover, the occupation of the respondents who 

dominated the sample was businesspersons (50.2%) and farmers (46.0%). The rest of the respondents 

were teachers (2.8%) and accountants (0.9%).    

 

3.2. Reliability and Validity Tests 
Relying on the nature of the study and the analytic methods used for the modelling of the data, the 

internal consistency reliability and construct validity were relevant, and hence were examined. Detailed 

test information on the reliability and construct validity are provided hereunder. Internal consistency 

reliability is the degree to which different test items that probe the same construct produce similar results 

(Allen and Yen, 1979). The internal consistency reliability was examined by using Cronbach’s alpha 

which is the common measure of internal consistency reliability (Cronbach, 1951; Dijkstra and Henseler, 

2015; Jöreskog, 1971). The cut-off value of Cronbach’s alpha is 0.70 or 70 per cent. The Cronbach’s 

alpha of this study was 0.923 and the average inter-term covariance of the scale was 0.0143. This 

indicates the questionnaires had high internal consistency reliability; hence, the scale was internally 

reliable.  

Construct validity involves the testing of a scale in terms of theoretically derived hypotheses 

concerning the nature of underlying (latent) variables or constructs (Pallant, 2011). Construct validity of 

the instrument (questionnaire) is evaluated through convergent and discriminate validity. Convergent 

validity refers to the extent to which scores on a measure share a high, medium, or low relationship with 

scores obtained on a different measure intended to assess a similar construct (Messick, 1995). Clearly, this 

study evaluated the convergent validity by the “factors loadings” of the latent’s construct which has a 

minimal acceptance value of 0.50 in the principal component analysis -PCA (Hair  et al., 2019). On the 
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other hand, the discriminant validity, which is the extent to which is empirically distinct from other 

constructs in the structural model was evaluated by cross-loadings in principal component analysis (Hadi  

et al., 2016). The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of sampling adequacy (KMO) and Bartlett’s test of 

sphericity were done to examine the sample quality and variables inter-correlation respectively.  The 

recommended KMO value is at least 0.50, hence the value of 0.868 in this study was within the 

recommended value (Field, 2000; Kaiser, 1974). This indicates that the sample of the study was adequate 

for factor analysis. On other hand, Bartlett’s test of sphericity indicates that the null hypothesis that 

assumes the variables are not inter-correlated was rejected at a 99 per cent of confidence level since its 

significance level of 0.000 was less than the critical value of 0.01(Table 1). 

 
Table 1. Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy (KMO) and Bartlett’s Tests 

KMO and Bartlett's Test 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. 0.868 

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi-Square 5299.102 

df 136 

Sig. 0.000 
Source: Analysed field data (2021). 

 

Table 1 shows the KMO and Bartlett’s Tests of the data set of this study.  Bartlett’s Tests had 

an approximate chi-square of 5299.102, and a p-value of 0.000. Therefore, the null hypothesis that the 

original correlation matrix is an identity matrix was rejected at 99 per cent since its p-value was less than 

the critical value of 0.01. Then, the PCA was conducted (Table 2). 

 
Table 2. The structure matrix of the principal component analysis- Promax rotation 

     Structure Matrix 

 

                                      Component 

1 2 3 4 5 

Age .966 .461 .298 .319 -.006 

Nfam .962 .416 .281 .278 -.009 

Mari .956 .458 .309 .306 -.013 

Incs .947 .420 .307 .290 -.058 

Edu .866 .344 .285 .235 -.186 

Pol .442 .968 .360 .397 .029 

Soa .451 .959 .301 .431 .102 

Re .426 .953 .336 .420 .055 

Sus .396 .947 .337 .451 .040 

Fash .290 .318 .966 .329 -.039 

Wea .313 .355 .963 .297 -.131 

Pr .310 .340 .950 .333 -.081 

Moti .312 .444 .318 .958 .214 

Meta .328 .454 .275 .948 .270 

Listy .229 .362 .335 .909 .118 

TAch_index -.064 .054 -.094 .208 .999 

TaxA_index -.064 .051 -.089 .203 .998 

Extraction Method: PCA.   Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser Normalization. 
Source: Analysed field data (2021). 

 

Table 2 shows the factors loadings in the structure matrix. The table indicates that the observed 

variables (items) are converging to their construct. From the table, the items converged to their construct 

and discriminate from other constructs in components 2 to 5. These items are the age, Nfam, Mari, Incs 

and Edu, and they have a range of minimum and maximum loadings of 0.866 to 0.966 respectively. These 

items which are converged at component one form a construct of Demo which is dissimilar (discriminant) 

to other components. Similarly, in component two, the items which are converging to their construct and 

discriminate from other constructs in other components are Pol, Soa, Re and Sus with a range of minimum 

and maximum loadings of 0.947 to 0.968 respectively. These items form a construct of Envi. Moreover, in 

component three, the items Fash, Wea and Pr which have loadings ranging from 0.950 to 0.966 are 

converged to their construction in component three and discriminate from other constructs; they form a 
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construct of Hube.  In component four, the items which are converged to their construct in component 

four and discriminate from other constructs are Moti, Meta and Listy with minimum and maximum 

loadings of 0.909 and 0.958 respectively. These items form a construct of Ecofa. The last component 

forms a construct of DRMC which is formed by items of TAch_index and TaxA_index with loadings of 

0.998 and 0.999 respectively. Therefore, convergent validity was ensured. On the other hand, on the 

structure matrix, the cross-loading (the relationship between items and the rest of the factors) was very 

low. Therefore, discriminant validity was ensured.  

  

3.3. Descriptive Statistics of the Variables of the Study 
The descriptive statistics of the variables of the study profile the general data of the variables in the 

sample used in the study. The mean, standard deviation, minimum, and maximum values of the 

independent and dependent variables were established (Table 3). 

  
Table 3. The descriptive statistics of the variables of the study 

 
Source: Analysed field data (2021). 

 

Table 3 shows the descriptive statistics of the variables of the study in two sampled regions in 

Tanzania- Kagera and Mwanza regions in the year 2020. The average mean of the individual capacity to 

contribute to non-taxed revenues (Non-Taxre) is 20.0 per cent of the total annualised individual income, 

which is below the recommended value of at least 25 per cent. Therefore, the level of personal support for 

community projects in Tanzania is very low. The peoples highly depend on the government’s support at 

about 80 per cent.  

The tax performance index is about 85.70 per cent which is not satisfactory. It is below one. The 

study evidenced the moderate tax capacity, tax effort, tax buoyancies and VAT efficiencies in Tanzania in 

the year 2020 (Appendix A). On the other hand, the tax administration index (TaxA-index) was found to 

be 3.0616 which is greater than one. This indicates the country performed better in the tax administration 

in the year 2020. It is evidenced that the use of ICT such as e-registration, e-filling and e-payment has 

been implemented with success in Tanzania (Appendix A). Moreover, the establishment of functional 

departments, customs, large taxpayer units, and staffing has been successful in Tanzania.  The domestic 

resource mobilisation capacity (DRMC) is low in Tanzania. The DRMC index is about 0.7885 which is 

not satisfactory as it is below one. This means that Tanzania is not performing well in mobilising its 

internal resources. The general capacity of a region to collect tax is indicated by tax achievement 

(TAch_index). The TAch_index has values of 1.6196 which is greater than one, indicating that the general 

achievement of tax collection in Tanzania is overly good. But, Tanzania is performing worse in the 

realisation of the non-taxed revenues which endangers the DRMC. In other words, the DRMC is 

weakened by the limited support of the community to its government.  This fact signals the low morale of 

the taxpayers and mistrust between the people and the government /tax authority.   Based on the empirical 

scale of this study the cut-off value of the psychological well-being of the individual is above 0.60 which 

is a neutral point. The study evidenced the low subjective and psychological well-being in Tanzania, by 

taking a sample of two regions. The subjective well-being measured by Demo, Envi and Ecofa is 

significantly low.  The Demo, Envi and Ecofa in Tanzania are about 0.6264, 0.6727 and 0.7048 

respectively. Moreover, the psychological well-being measured by Hube has 0.7199. The general 

   Psy_Index          211    .6648009    .1270904   .3671063    .935402
       Ecofa          211    .7047915    .1760979       .201          1
        Hube          211    .7198768    .1525275       .201          1
        Envi          211    .6727057     .203334       .211          1
        Demo          211    .6264498    .1853113       .185       .985
                                                                       
  TAch_index          211    1.619628    .1000622   1.514499   1.755807
  DRMC_index          211    .7885414    .1177898   .4792842   1.121367
  TaxA_index          211    3.061635     .148116   2.906375    3.35825
  TaxP_index          211    .8569545    .0644636    .789199   .9179955
    NonTaxre          211    .2003062    .0936853       .048         .6
                                                                       
    Variable          Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max
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psychological well-being index is 0.6648. This means that most Tanzanian (taxpayers) have low both 

subjective and psychological well-being, in general, they are not satisfied (well–off) with their lives! 

 

3.4. The Basic Structural Model of DRM (General)   
The basic structural model of DRM (General) was established by two parts of linear equations. The 

first part of the equations involved the reflective (observed) indicators and the formative (latent) 

indicators. These equations (linear models) are known as the outer structural or measurement models 

because they are structurally presented in the outer parts of the partial least squares structural equation 

modelling (PLS-SEM). The second part of the equations involved the exogenous and endogenous latent 

variables. This part of the equations is known as the inner structural or measurement model as it is 

presented in the inner part of the PLS-SEM algorithm. This part of the equations shows both the direct 

and indirect effects of the endogenous variables on the exogenous variable. Therefore, the PLS-SEM 

algorithm presents both the outer and inner structural or measurement models and indicates the direct and 

indirect effects of the endogenous variable on the exogenous variable (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1. The PLS-SEM Algorithm of the basic structural model of DRM (General) 

 
       Source: Analysed field data (2021) 

 

Figure 1 shows the PLS-SEM algorithm for the reflective and formative indicators. It shows the 

outer and inner measurement models. The figure shows how the latent variables were measured or 

structured. The strength of the linear equation between latent variables and the observed variables (outer 

measurement models) is measured by the outer loadings (the Pearson correlation). The outer loadings 

above 0.50 are accepted (Hair  et al., 2019). Therefore, all the outer loadings of the outer measurement 

models are within the recommended value of 0.50, indicating that the outer measurement model is valid 

and relevantly measured.  On the other hand, the goodness-of-fit statistics of the inner measurement 

models were established to examine the empirical validity of the inner structural model. The general fit 

statistics were presented (Table 4).  
 

Table 4. The overall goodness-of-fit statistics for the basic DRM general model 

Fit statistic Criteria  Values  Description  

 

Likelihood ratio 

Chi2_ms(14) 110.295 Model  vs Saturated 

p>chi2 0.135                - 
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Chi2_bs(28) 4290.512 Baseline vs Saturated 

p>chi 0.000                -  

Population error  RMSEA 0.028 Root mean squared error of 

approximation 

90% CI-Lower bound 0.000                 - 

90% CI-Upper bound 0.048                 - 

Pclose 0.969 Probability RMSEA < =0.05 

Information 

criterion  

AIC -5582.421 Akaike,s information criterion  

BIC -5391.365 Bayesian information criterion 

Baseline 

comparison  

CFI 0.996 Comperative fit index 

TLI 0.995 Tucker-Lewis index 

Size of residuals SRMR 0.023 Standardised root mean squared 

residuals 

CD 0.980 Coefficient of determinant 
 Source: Analysed field data (2021). 
 

Table 4 shows the goodness-of-fit test statistics. The likelihood ratio reports two tests. The first is a 

model chi-square test of the structural model, which indicates statistically insignificant at a 10 per cent 

level, as the p-value of 0.135 is greater than a critical value of 0.10. The saturated model is the model that 

fits the covariance perfectly. It is accepted at the 10 per cent level that the model fits as well as the 

saturated model. The second test is a baseline versus saturated comparison. The baseline model includes 

the mean and variances of all observed variables plus the covariance of all observed exogenous variables. 

In this case, it is accepted at the 1 per cent level that the baseline model fits as well as the saturated model 

since its p-value of 0.000 is less than the critical value of 0.01.  Under population error, the RMSEA value 

is reported along with the lower and upper bounds of its 90 per cent confidence interval.  In this case, the 

upper and lower bounds are used. As a rule of thumb, if the lower bound is below 0.05, it is accepted that 

the hypothesis is that the fit is close (Schumacker and Lomax, 2016). Therefore, it is accepted that fit is 

close as the lower bound of this study is 0.000. On the other hand, if the upper bound is above 0.10, it is 

accepted that the hypothesis that the fit is poor (Schumacker and Lomax, 2016). Hence, it is rejected the 

hypothesis that fit is poor as the upper bound of this study is 0.048 which is less than 0.10. The Pclose is 

the probability that the RMSEA value is less than 0.05, interpreted as the probability that the predicted 

moments are close to the moments in the population (Schumacker and Lomax, 2016). The RMSEA value 

of this study is 0.028, indicating that the model fits closely. The Pclose is 96.9 per cent which indicates 

the better model fits. In the baseline comparison, there are two indices, the comparative fit index (CFI) 

and the Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI), sometimes known as a non-normed fit index, both as a rule of thumb 

values close to 1 indicate a good fit (Pituch and Stevens, 2016).  In this study, the value of CFI is 0.966 

and TLI is 0.995 which are nearest to one.  This study indicates the structural model best fits the empirical 

data. On the other hand, the size of residuals is reported as the standardized root mean squared residual 

(SRMR) and the coefficient of determination (CD). A perfect fit corresponds to an SRMR of 0, and a 

good fit corresponds to a “small” value, considered by some to be limited at 0.08. And, a value of CD 

close to 1 indicates a good fit (Pituch and Stevens, 2016). In this study, the structural model has an SRMR 

of 0.023 which confirms the better fits; the CD is about 0.980 is also a better determination fit of the 

model. 

 

3.5. The Optimal Structural Model of DRM (General)  
The structural analysis of the basic DRM general model results in the final or optimal structural 

model of DRM. The optimal structural general model of DRM is obtained by a structural combination of 

all variables that have an impact on the DRM at a 99 per cent of confidence level. Therefore, the optimal 

model explains the way how a country can maximise domestic revenues by mobilising its domestic 

resource. The PLS-SEM algorithm of the optimal structural DRM general model is presented (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2. The PLS-SEM Algorithm of the optimal structural DRM general model 

 
          Source: Analysed field data (2022). 
 

Figure 2 shows the PLS-SEM of the optimal structural model of DRM (General).  The figure 

describes the direct and indirect impact of the decomposed indicators of the DRMC index, which are the 

tax achievement index (TAch_index) and the degree or level of the contribution or community support of 

the individual (Non-Taxre). The PLS-path model’s coefficients and its statistical test are presented (Table 

5).  

 
Table 5. PLS-path coefficients of optimal structural DRM general model and its statistical tests 

Structural equation model, Estimation method = ML, Log likelihood=805.18959; No. obs =211  

   

OIM 

             PLS   Paths Coef. Std.Err. z p>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] 

Demo NonTaxre 1.307936 0.102154 12.8 0.000 1.107719 1.508154 

 

Cons 0.364462 0.022580 16.14 0.000 0.320206 0.408718 

Envi Demo 0.350399 0.067339 5.20 0.000 0.218417 0.482382 

 

Hube 0.457195 0.081813 5.59 0.000 0.296844 0.617545 

 

Cons 0.124074 0.061204 2.03 0.043 0.004117 0.244031 

Ecofa Envi 0.127057 0.057682 2.20 0.028 0.014002 0.240111 

 

Hube 0.173827 0.078740 2.21 0.027 0.019499 0.328154 

 

NonTaxre 0.694785 0.121864 5.70 0.000 0.455937 0.933633 

 

Cons 0.355016 0.051428 6.90 0.000 0.254220 0.455813 

Hube Tach_index 0.338999 0.094450 3.59 0.000 0.153880 0.524118 

 

NonTaxre 0.694614 0.100879 6.89 0.000 0.496894 0.892334 

 

Cons 0.031689 0.157319 0.20 0.840 -0.27665 0.340028 

var(e.Demo) 0.019234 0.001873 

  

0.015893 0.232778 

Var(e.Envi) 0.029137 0.002837 

  

0.024075 0.035263 

var(e.Ecofa) 0.022172 0.002159 

  

0.018320 0.026833 

var(e.Hube) 0.018400 0.001791 

  

0.015204 0.022269 

LR test of model vs. saturated : ch2(6) =4.98, Prob>chi2 =  0.5462 
   Source: Analysed field data (2022). 

 

Table 5 shows the PLS-path coefficients of the optimal structural model of DRM (General). The 

decomposed DRMC index indicators (Non Taxre and TAch_index) and the psychosocial factors Demo, 

Envi, Hube and Ecofa were modelled in SEM. The Demo has a significant positive impact on the non-

taxed revenues; it has a coefficient of 1.3079, a z-score of 12.80, and a p-value of 0.000. It indicates that 

the increase of the Demo of the individual leads to the increase of the number of resources to contribute to 

community support apart from the taxed contribution. In other words, a person with a positive Demo tends 
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to contribute more to non-taxed revenues. The Envi has no significant direct impact on the domestic 

resource mobilisation capacity. Therefore, there is no PLS path. The Ecofa has a significant positive 

impact on non-taxed revenues; it has a coefficient of 0.6948, a z-score of 5.70, and a p-value of 0.000. 

That is the increases in the Ecofa of the individual cause the increase in the number of resources to 

contribute to community support. Therefore, an individual with a positive Ecofa tends to contribute more 

to community support. And, Hube has a significant positive impact on both tax collection achievement 

(TAch_index) and non-taxed revenues (Non-Taxre). The PLS path from Hube to TAch-Index has a 

positive coefficient of 0.3390, a z-score of 3.59, and a p-value of 0.000. Similarly, the PLS path from 

Hube and Non-Taxre has a significant positive coefficient of 0.6946, a z-score of 6.89, and a p-value of 

0.000. This means that the increases in the psychological well-being of an individual tend to increase both 

taxed and non-taxed revenues. Therefore, a person with positive psychological well-being tends to 

contribute more to both taxed and non-taxed revenues. On the other hand, the overall goodness-of-fit 

statistics for the optimal structural model of DRM (General) were provided (Table 6). 

 
Table 6. The overall goodness-of-fit statistics for the optimal structural DRM general model 

Fit statistic Criteria  Values  Description  

 

Likelihood ratio 

Chi2_ms(6) 4.982 Model  vs. Saturated 

p>chi2 0.546                - 

Chi2_bs(14) 317.396 Baseline vs. Saturated 

p>chi 0.000                -  

Population error  RMSEA 0.000 Root mean squared error of 

approximation 

90% CI-Lower bound 0.000                 - 

90% CI-Upper bound 0.081                 - 

Pclose 0.794 Probability RMSEA < =0.05 

Information criterion  AIC -1578.379 Akaike’s information criterion  

BIC -1524.749 Bayesian information criterion 

Baseline comparison  CFI 1.000 Comparative fit index 

TLI 1.008 Tucker-Lewis index 

Size of residuals SRMR 0.028 Standardised root mean squared 

residuals 

CD 0.562 Coefficient of determinant 
   Source: Analysed field data (2022). 
 

Table 6 shows the goodness-of-fit test statistics. The likelihood ratio reports two tests. The first is a 

model chi-square test of the structural model, which indicates statistically insignificant at a 10 per cent 

level, as the p-value of 0.546 is greater than a critical value of 0.10. The saturated model is the model that 

fits the covariance perfectly. It is accepted at the 10 per cent level that the model fits as well as the 

saturated model. The second test is a baseline versus saturated comparison. The baseline model includes 

the mean and variances of all observed variables plus the covariance of all observed exogenous variables. 

In this case, it is accepted at the 1 per cent level that the baseline model fits as well as the saturated model 

since its p-value of 0.000 is less than the critical value of 0.01.  Under population error, the RMSEA value 

is reported along with the lower and upper bounds of its 90 per cent confidence interval.  In this case, the 

upper and lower bounds are used. As a rule of thumb, if the lower bound is below 0.05, it is accepted that 

the hypothesis is that the fit is close (Schumacker and Lomax, 2016). Therefore, it is accepted that fit is 

close as the lower bound of this study is 0.000. On the other hand, if the upper bound is above 0.10, it is 

accepted that the hypothesis is that the fit is poor (Schumacker and Lomax, 2016). Hence, it is rejected the 

hypothesis that fit is poor as the upper bound of this study is 0.081 which is less than 0.10. The Pclose is 

the probability that the RMSEA value is less than 0.05, interpreted as the probability that the predicted 

moments are close to the moments in the population (Schumacker and Lomax, 2016). The RMSEA value 

of this study is 0.000, indicating that the model fits closely. The Pclose is 79.4 per cent which indicates 

the better model fits. In the baseline comparison,  there are two indices, the comparative fit index (CFI) 

and the Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI), sometimes known as the non-normed fit index, both as a rule of thumb 

values close to 1 indicate a good fit (Pituch and Stevens, 2016). In this study, the value of CFI is 1.000   

and TLI is 1.008 which is nearest to one. This study indicates the structural model is the best fit. On the 

other hand, the size of residuals is reported as the standardized root mean squared residual (SRMR) and 

the coefficient of determination (CD). A perfect fit corresponds to an SRMR of 0, and a good fit 
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corresponds to a “small” value, considered by some to be limited at 0.08. And, a value of CD close to 1 

indicates a good fit (Pituch and Stevens, 2016) . In this study, the structural model has an SRMR of 0.028 

which confirms the better fits; the CD is about 0.562 is also a better determination fit of the model. 

The stability of the optimal models was assessed.  The recursive models are designed to be stable in 

the sense that the change or fluctuation of the parameter of the model does not change the output of the 

model (Pituch and Stevens, 2016). The stability analysis of the simultaneous equation system was 

established (Table 7).  

 
Table 7. Eigenvalue stability condition for simultaneous equation system 

Variable (latent) Eigenvalue Modulus 

Demo 0 0 

Envi 0 0 

Hube 0 0 

Ecofa 0 0 
 Source: Analysed field data (2022). 

 

Table 7 shows the eigenvalues and moduli of the optimal structural model of DRM. The stability is 

the maximum of the moduli, and the moduli are the absolute values of the eigenvalues. Usually, the two 

eigenvalues are not identical, but it is a property of this model that they are equal.  If the stability index is 

less than 1, then the reported estimates yield a stable model. The stability index of this model is 0, which 

indicates the eigenvalues lie inside the unit circle; therefore, SEM satisfies the stability condition. 

 

3.6. Mediation Analysis 
For a better conclusion on the model’s linearity assumptions, the mediation analysis was done.  

Analysis of the mediation effects for a linear model is vital to understanding the performance importance 

of the independent variables on dependent constructs. This was done by calculating the variance account 

for (VAF) ratio for each specific indirect effect.  The VAF is the ratio of the indirect effect to the total 

effects in the structural model (Table 8). 

 
Table 8. Mediation analysis for linearity general structural model 

PLS-SEM Path      Total Effect P-Value Indirect Effects P-Value VAF Decision  

Demo- NonTaxre 1.3079 0.000 No path - -  Direct impact 

Ecofa –TAchindex 

            NonTaxre 

0.0786 

0.9141 

0.018 

0.000 

0.0786 

0.2193 

0.018 

0.000 

1.000 

0.240 

Full mediation 

Direct impact 

Hube -TAchindex 

            NonTaxre 

0.3390 

0.6946 

0.000 

0.000 

No path 

No path 

- 

- 

- 

- 

Direct impact 

Direct impact 

Envi-  TAchIndex 

            NonTaxre 

0.1550 

0.7759 

0.003 

0.000 

0.1550 

0.7759 

0.003 

0.000 

1.000 

1.000 

Full mediation 

Full mediation  
Source: Analysed field data (2022). 

 

Table 8 shows the mediation effects of the endogenous variables on an exogenous variable.  It is 

evidenced that the Ecofa variable has a VAF value of one, which indicates that about 100.0 per cent of its 

total effects on the taxed revenues are explained by the indirect effects. On the other hand, the Ecofa 

variable has a VAF value of 0.240 which indicates that about 24.0 per cent of total effects on the non-

taxed revenues are accounted for indirect paths or effects. The Hube variable has no mediation effects. 

That is, there is a direct impact of Hube on the non-taxed and taxed revenues. The Envi variable has no 

indirect path; hence, it requires no mediation.  

 

4. Test of Hypotheses of the Study  
The study tested four alternative theoretical hypotheses which are psychological demographic 

characteristics (Demo), psychological environmental factors (Envi), psychological human behavioural 

factors (Hube), and psychological economic factors in their significance to influence the domestic 

resource mobility capacity of the tax authority. The PLS-path coefficient, z-score, and p-values of the 

optimal structural DRM model were used to test the hypotheses of this study (Table 9). 
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Table 9.  The hypotheses tests of the optimal structural DRM general model 

Hypothesis statement  -value z-value p-value Decision  

H1,1: The psychological demographic  

        characteristics  (Demo) significantly          

influence the DRMC  

 

1.3079 

 

12.80 

 

0.000 

 

Accepted  

     The psychological Environmental  Factors  

         (Envi) significantly influence  the  DRMC  

 

-.01288    

 

-0.40 

 

0.691 

 

Rejected  

      The psychological human  behaviour  (Hube)   

        significantly  influence the DRMC 

 

0.3390 

 

3.59 

 

0.000 

 

Accepted  

H1,4  The psychological  economic  factors  (Ecofa)  

        significantly   influence the DRMC  

 

0.6948 

 

5.70 

 

0.000 

 

Accepted 
Source: Extracted from the PLS-SEM optimal (final) model (2022). 

 

Table 9 shows the summary of the test of the research hypotheses. The table profiles that all the 

hypotheses are accepted except hypothesis two which tested the influence of psychological environmental 

factors (Envi) on DRMC. The hypothesis is rejected since it has a negative beta coefficient, and its p-

value of 0.691 is greater than the minimal critical value of 10 per cent of the significance level.  On the 

other hand, hypotheses one, three and four were accepted since they have positive beta coefficients and 

their p-values are less than critical values of 1 per cent of significant level for hypotheses one (Demo), 

three (Hube)  and four (Ecofa). Therefore, the study empirically confirmed at a 99 per cent of the 

confidence level that Demo, Ecofa and Hube have a positive and significant influence on DRMC. 

 

5. Post-examination of the Findings (Ex Post Facto Analysis)  
The ex-post factor analysis or post-examination is the method that aimed to make a close analysis or 

“reasoning” on what is found in the current study. This deep reasoning helps a researcher to understand 

the nature of the findings or the nature of the predictors in the model. Notably, in this study, it is evident 

that psychological demographic characteristics (Demo), psychological human behavioural factors (Hube), 

and psychological economic factors (Ecofa) are the most positive impactful variables on DRMC. The 

psychological environmental factors (Envi) have an insignificant impact on the DRMC. Therefore, an ex 

post facto analysis was done to understand the nature and behaviour of the impacts of the Envi on DRMC.  

The ex-post factor analyses disclosed that the Envi and tax collection achievement (TAch_index) 

have “U” shaped relationships (Figure 3). The implication of the “U” shaped relationship between Envi 

and TAch_index evidence both negative and positive impacts on taxed revenues. In the short-run, where 

an individual or a country has a low psychological environmental awareness, the economic activities or 

outcome hurt more the environment due to uncontrolled economic activities, noting the uncontrolled or 

informal economic activities results in low tax capacity or morale of the individual, therefore the negative 

effect exhibited. In the long run, when an individual or a country becomes aware of environmental issues 

and able to control their economic activities to align with the environmental policy and regulations, the 

economic activities or outcome will not hurt the environment because at this level the economic activities 

are formalised and taxation is well managed, hence the positive relationship exists. 

 
Figure 3.  The “U” shaped relationship between Envi and tax collection achievements 

 
                  Source: Analysed field data (2021). 
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Figure 3 shows the graphical presentation of the Envi and tax collection achievement of the tax 

authority in Tanzania.  It is evident that an individual or a country with a score of Envi below 0.70 is 

experiencing a negative relationship between Envi and TAch-index, and that with an Envi score above 

0.70 the positive relationship between Envi and TAch-index exits. Therefore, the optimal value of the 

Envi is at least 70 per cent for an individual or a country to achieve both environmental sustainability and 

tax performance and tax administration. The average Envi index is 0.6727 which is below the graphical 

cut-off.  

 

6. Discussion 
The study aimed to examine and model the psychological factors that determine the DRMC of the 

tax authority in Tanzania. The study evidenced that the psychological demographic characteristic (Demo) 

has a positive significant impact on non-taxed revenues. This means that a country that has a positive 

Demo tends to increase domestic revenues through non-taxed revenue (social contributions). This study 

confirmed Wangwe and Charle (2004) and UN (2007) who evidence that the low-income and 

demographic factors have an impact on domestic resource mobilisation efforts in a country. Moreover, the 

psychological economic factors (Ecofa) have a positive impact on non-taxed revenues. That is, a positive 

Ecofa of the individual increases the capacity of the individual on providing community support. This 

finding supported Oberschall (1973), Tilly (1978), and Tilly (1979) that advocated the impact of the 

collective behaviour of the individual on social support. On the other hand, the psychological human 

behaviour factors have a positive impact on the tax collection achievement of the tax authority and the 

collection of non-taxed revenues. The individual with high psychological well-being in a country 

increases the capacity for domestic resource mobilisation. A country that has people with positive 

psychological well-being tends to increase the capacity of the tax authority in tax collection. The 

psychological impact of the DRMC was advocated by Oberschall (1973), (McCarthy and Zald, 

1973;1977), (Jenkins, 1981;1983) and (Gamson, 1975;1989). Hence, this study confirms that studies.  

The micro-analysis of the psychological factors reveals some observed variables that influence the 

DRMC of the tax authority by family clusters. These family variables (FVs) have a specific structural 

model that optimally determines the DRMC. The first and most impactful FVs are subjective well-being 

of the current age of the individual, fashion of the products, and motivation. This group of observed 

variables forms the family of variables that affect the DRMC. All the FVs affect positively the non-taxed 

revenues. This is interpreted as the person who is happy with his/her current age and the fashion of the 

products tends to contribute more to community support.  On the other hand, a person with positive 

motivation tends to contribute more to community support. Specifically, the individual with a positive 

motivation tends to increase the tax collection capacity of the tax authority. The positive motivations 

increase voluntary tax compliance (Boly  et al., 2020; Oslon, 1965; Osoro, 2010; Sy and Sow, 2016). 

Therefore, the study confirmed the previous studies.  

The second FVs that impact the DRMC of the tax author are the weather condition, metacognition, 

income and marital status. These FVs have a specific structural model that determines the DRMC. The 

positive subjective well-being of the individual on the weather condition increases the non-taxed 

revenues. It increases the capacity of an individual to contribute to community support, hence maximising 

the DRMC. This is in line with Wangwe and Charle (2004) and the UN (2007). On the other hand, the 

positive metacognition of the individuals in a country increases both taxed and non-taxed revenues. That 

is, individual with high metacognition tends to contribute more to community support, which increases the 

tax collection achievement of the tax authority in a country (Boly  et al., 2020; Oslon, 1965; Pichardo, 

1988; Tilly, 1975). Moreover, the study evidenced that the positive well-being of the individual on the 

level and source of income has a positive impact on non-taxed revenues. That is, the individual who is 

happy with his/her level and source of income tends to pay or contribute more to community support. This 

finding confirms Wangwe and Charle (2004) and UN (2007). Similarly, the happy individual (positive 

subjective well-being) with his/her marital status tends to contribute more to community support. On the 

contrary, the individual who has negative subjective well-being regarding the weather condition tends to 

reduce the tax collection capacity of the tax authority in a country. 

The third PVs that have a significant positive impact on the DRMC are the price of the common 

goods, lifestyle, and the number of family members. These FVs have been defined in the specific 

structural model. The individual with positive subjective well-being on the price of the common goods 

and household size (happy with) tends to contribute more to community support. This finding confirms 

Golhasani and Hosseinirad (2016), Oberschall (1973) and (Tilly, 1978;1979). Moreover, the positive 

lifestyle of the individual tends to increase the capacity of the individual on contributing to community 
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projects/programmes (Jenkins, 1981;1983). On other hand, the positive psychology of the lifestyle of the 

individual increases the capacity of the tax authority (Jenkins, 1981;1983). The negative subjective well-

being of the individual on the price of the common goods tends to increase the taxed revenues, hence 

maximising the DRMC. 

In a specific way, the education observed variables form its FVs which significantly impact both the 

taxed and non-taxed revenues. It is from its specific structural model. The positive subjective well-being 

of the individual on the education level tends to increase the capacity of the individual for the provision of 

support on community projects or programmes. On the contrary, the negative subjective well-being of the 

individual at the education level increases the ability of the tax authority to collect the taxed revenues. 

This finding supports Wangwe and Charle (2004), UN (2007), Osoro (2010), and Boly  et al. (2020). 

Therefore, the study, generally, evidenced that psychosocial factors –Demo, Hube, and Ecofa have an 

impact on the DRMC.   

  

7. Conclusion and Policy Implications 
The study achieved its four specific objectives. The psychological factors –Demo, Hube and Ecofa 

have a significant impact on DRMC. On the other hand, the Envi has the “U” shaped relations with the tax 

collection capacity of the tax authority. The study concluded that psychosocial factors have a significant 

impact on the DRMC of the tax authority.  Moreover, the negative relationship between the Envi and the 

DRMC is due to the U- shaped nature of the relations.  Therefore, the Envi would have a positive impact 

in the long run whereby a country or an individual is aware of the environmental issues.  The paper 

strongly implicated the Tanzanian revenues /taxation policies and Addis Tax Initiative (ATI) 

commitments. To achieve the financing for the sustainable development goals, the agenda 2030, ATI 

declares three commitments which aimed to address the challenges of the partner countries. ATI through 

the meeting of their commitments aimed to boost tax collection cut illicit financial flows and strengthen 

policies that support inclusive development. The countries should make realistic plans at the national level 

for achieving the target for their sustainable development goals (SDGs). Therefore, countries should seek 

technical assistance to boost their tax collection by broadening and protecting the domestic tax base, 

improving domestic tax compliance, and improving tools and procedures to stem both cross-border and 

domestic tax evasion and tax avoidance (ATI, 2020). Technical support would be required to improve 

legislation, data management capability and operation. From the aforementioned challenges, the initiative 

set and declares its three commitments to implement the Addis Ababa Accord Action (AAAA) in raising 

domestic public revenues, to improve fairness, transparency, efficiency and effectiveness of their tax 

systems, and commit to stepping up their efforts on three commitments (ATI, 2020).  

The first commitment of the ATI is implicated in this study. Commitment number one is to step -up 

the technical support cooperation in tax/ DRM. This will be achieved by doubling the support for 

technical cooperation in the area of taxation/domestic revenue mobilisation by 2020. The expected 

outcome of this commitment is technical assistance and capacity building in tax administration and tax 

policy to outstrip the current funding availability in the future. This study evidences that the tax 

administration is significantly influenced by psychological factors.  Citing an example from Tanzania, the 

level of psychological well-being is low and influences tax collection practices. This commitment aimed 

to address the reported challenges in developing countries like Tanzania, such as weak revenues 

administrations, low levels of tax compliance, low taxpayer morale and poor governance (corruption 

indicators are strongly associated with low revenues). Therefore, for better achievement of this 

commitment the partner countries, including Tanzania should increase the morale (psychological well-

being) of taxpayers and tax compliances by considering the improvement of the Demo, Envi,  Hube, and 

Ecofa of the individual. On the other hand, this study implicated the ATI commitment two. The 

commitment two of the ATI is to enhance the DRM to spur development. At this commitment, the 

participating partner countries are committed to stepping up the DRM to increase the means of 

implementation for attaining the SDGs and inclusive development. In achieving this commitment strong 

governance and institutions are the requirements. Moreover, political will is required in enhancing the 

DRM. Therefore, to meet that standard the principles of mobilising domestic revenues were outlined. In 

referring to principle 6 of ATI, it is agreed that taxpayer morale and confidence are essential to effective 

DRM. Moreover, in principle 7 of ATI, it is realised that the tax system should be modernised concerning 

the high-level political support for strong governance and institution. Therefore, to achieve this 

commitment the partner countries should have adhered to the findings of this study. Particularly, the ATI 

should use both the general and specific optimal structural models of DRM which laid down the key 

determinants of the DRMC. This is because; to raise the morale of the taxpayers concerning the DRMC 
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the found determinants should be applied. Moreover, political support is not implemented exclusively 

from community support. A society with positive psychology tends to support the government, hence 

political support will be ensured through the trust between the government and the community. In 

addition, principle 10 of ATI, the required broad-based dialogue that includes the private sector, civil 

society, and others, will be successfully achieved if the morale of taxpayers is raised. 

Moreover, the study implicated the commitment three of the ATI. This commitment aimed to ensure 

policy coherence for development. This commitment is complementing the commitments to step up 

funding and enhances the DRM. In achieving this, all the participants would ensure that the relevant 

domestic tax policies reflect the joint objectives of supporting improvements in DRM in partner countries 

and applying the principles of transparency, efficiency, effectiveness and fairness. Logically, the 

principles of transparency, efficiency, effectiveness and fairness are fully determined by the psychological 

factors of a person (leader) that is vested to offer or execute these principles. A person or leader with low 

psychological well-being (happiness) tends to be rude and imperfect in decision-making. Therefore, the 

achievement of these principles of DRM should be aligned with the models established by this study. 
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